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bosch series kts 200 2.0 battery-operated ecu analysis program the kts200 system
analysis software is a 2.0 battery-operated ecu analysis program which is suitable
for use with the bosch kts 200 programmable ecu.this software has been specially
developed for use with the bosch kts200 programmable ecu. it enables the kts 200

to analyze a wide range of automotive systems. the kts200 lets you check the
operation of all safety circuits and parameters, such as o2_mein, on_rel, on_bat,

upper_bat, basic_connect etc., on the vehicle.an evaluation program which makes
trouble-free ecu tests in the vehicle. you can set several ride modes in which the
ebike automatically accelerates or brakes to meet your needs. bosch ebike 0 w
provides a comfortable cruise, by gently holding the throttle, as well as the 'lose

auto' makes it possible for you to effortlessly shift the bike from ideal speed to zero.
it provides this instant reaction to allows you to safely carry out freeway driving.

after the ride, you can park your ebike with greater confidence thanks to the
additional ebike alarm theft protection. bosch ebike al 100 w additionally includes a
security lock that you can lock your ebike even when the bike alarm is in operation.

this also indicates that a hard thief struggle is possible. if you are using an older
ebike, then you may have to wait for bosch to develop a special bosch ebike alarm

sure part, that can be used with the original bosch ebike al 100 w alarm. the
solution will activate the q-stop aid, the bosch ebike brake system and the push-

measure program, as well as the message "electric bike". when the q-stop is
triggered, the vehicle will back off and stop immediately, and the message "soft
stop" will appear. the ebike will then move away by itself, and the electronic bike

will be seen on the display. the vehicle will remain inactive for 5 seconds. the
solution will send the message "stop" while the brake systems are activated, and
the ebike will back off. in case the brake systems are activated while the ebike is
moving, then the ebike will not be stopped even though the brake systems are

activated.
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the bosch kts200 project team has proven that the same basic design for the kts200 can be
programmed across all vehicle manufacturers on almost all vehicle models. this, in turn, means that

after the hardware and software is initially developed, one ecu model can be used throughout all
engine capacities. the modular concept avoids any potential problems with increasing pressure to

meet a quick deadline and ensures that everything runs smoothly from the beginning. it also helps to
save money because it's cheaper to develop the same system from the start on a smaller scale. in
this way, up to four projects can be developed simultaneously. system designers can now simulate

fire detection with their requirements and check the responses of the fire-related devices in real time
directly in the working system. this saves time and energy during the simulation and gives more

realistic results. for example, users can simulate a fire alarm as if their vehicle was on fire by
connecting the respective peripheral to the kts200 via the cat5/cat6 network in a controlled and

economical manner. they can then activate the system or even load a computer assisted ecu
implementation, from the cad software, into the working system. in this way, high-speed system

prototyping becomes simple, cost-effective and fast. to run all external peripherals, safety systems
designer software requires the latest internet browser. for more information, users can download the
software from bosch's website. the download is free of charge and is available as a trial version for a
period of one day.during the downloaded trial period, the program cannot be installed. bosch offers a
free 30-day trial version of the software. it can be found on the bosch web site.click here for further

information. 5ec8ef588b
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